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ON THE COVER ... 
As has been the cust:>m tar many 
years, one of each year's Cords have 
employed the college crest on the 
c:>ver. For th:>sa that do n:>t know, 
Dr. Potter designed the crest when 
he was Dean, while the motto was 
suggested by Dr. Little. In the up-
per left hand corner of the coat of 
arms is the beaver, sign ifying Can-
ada and Industry. In the upper 
right hand corner we see the Bible, 
which signifies the basis of our 
teaching and typifies the Open 
Book of Knowledge. It also shows 
cur affiliation with the University 
of Western Ontario, which has the 
Bible in its crest. In the bottom 
part of t he Waterloo College crest 
is the coat of arms of Martin 
Luther, to show the church connec-
tion . Surrounding the a rms is the 
torch of knowledge and liberty, 
while the motto "Veritos Omnia 
Vincit", ''Truth Conquers All" is 
beneath. 
EDITOR' S NOTES ... 
The Cord this issue hos innovated 
a lan;~uage page. The contr ibutions 
ore of a varying tone . Translations 
tor the Latin and Greek will appear 
in the next issue. Henceforth prob-
ably only one language article wi II 
appear in each issue. 
There are less pictures this time 
because of the sudden rise in the 
cost of publ ishing. Our next issue 
wi II probably be obi<!' to include a 
few more. 
There ore several very humorous 
articles in this Cord. We recommend 
" T .V. i n the Sticks", "The Modern 
Love Song" , an:l "No Trump" . 
It has n:>w been definitely an-
nounced that the Junior Prom will 
be held on December I 8th, at the 
Highlands. See you t here! 
The Cord is thankful that the 
Publicat ion Board is at last moving. 
We appreciate the response to 
our appeal for more and better 
contributions. We feel that this 
Cord shows t he effects of that 
appeal. 
The deadline for the third issue 
material is December 1st. We defin-
itely intend to defy tradit ion and 
publish three Cords before Chr ist-
:TlOS and two afterwords, instead of 
two before and three afterwards. 
Students, Alumni , and friends are 
sincerely encouraged to send in 
contributions. 
This publicat ion is the Cord, not 
the Kord. 
I , 
. 
THE MODERN LOVE SONG 
Numerous years of research on this 
subject have left their imprint on the 
author of this article. His was an early 
dedication to a cause calculated to in-
form and inspire a romantically inclined 
public concerning one of their most in-
dispensible portions of cultural progress. 
He applied his ability, talent and intel-
lectua I zest to the task of interpreting 
and defining the love-song. He is to be 
commended for the devotion and long-
suffering with which he carried out the 
production of the following article. Truly 
it is a profound materpiece. 
(Editor's note) 
The trend of lyrical literature has lon:J 
demanded a scientific inquiry. Indeed 
the modern love-song requires careful 
consideration in order that the import of 
it may not be overlooked. (I feel that I 
can make the following statement with-
out fear of contradiction, because of the 
extensive country-wide research which I 
have done.) Quote. Love-song lyrics seem 
to be the labour of some frustrated male 
or female which when sung by an equal-
ly frustrated male or female provides no 
mean income for all concerned. Unquote. 
Furthermore, when otherwise useful and 
constructive labour is not readily found, 
the frustrated individual "turns out" a 
limpid lyric which is purchased by a 
stampeding superlatively frustrated so-
ciety. Homeward they wend their merry 
way to be ecstatically entertained by the 
new-awned song only to tass it to dis-
use after the novelty wears off. 
Songs like Walkin' My B::Jby Back 
Home, I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now, 
and I've Got A Crush on You are a rep-
resentative sample of the pleasing love-
song which may even make a comeback. 
There is nothing like them to stir the 
emotions. "Unclaimed Treasures" (form-
erly referred to unkindly as old maids) 
find their imagination thriving in pleas-
ant masculine atmosphere, once t:1ought 
dead. Shy young squires bestir themselves 
to say the fatal rather fateful Three Lit-
tle . Words. Coy maidens are unable to 
rest rain themselevs and fling their lovely 
selves into the arms of pleading lovers. 
Confirmed bachelors find forgetfulness 
in the arms of an inebriated Morp:1eus. 
An outlet for emotion is found when o 
squealing, fainting, female, teenager 
catches a glimpse of Ava's erstwhile 
mealticket. Love-songs fill o very impart-
ant position in our society, that of being 
a safety valve of considerable thera-
peutic value to o fast living, fast loving 
mechanical oge. 
Con you imagine the modern love-song 
being sung in Roman or Greek antiquity} 
No} I can't either. Supposing that the 
ancient lovers could have crooned a ten-
der ballad like Put Your Arms Around 
Me, or You Belong to Me to their lovely 
ladies. Imagine if you can, Menelaus 
being able to retain the aff-ection of the 
beautiful Helen by crooning emotionally 
on bended knee, I'd Be Lost Without 
You, or Bring Back My Bonnie to Me. 
What a remarkable benefit to civilization 
to have spared Troy one of many destruc-
tions. There the love-song would have 
served archeology as well as s9ared the 
life of Priam. 
If Nero could have entertained him-
self with some excellent songs of val-
our like Waitin' For Henry Lee or of 
Love I'll be Seeing You, surely he would 
have refrained from his mediocre song-
writing and given more attention to af-
fairs of state. The city of Rome would 
have been spared. Nero would have 
gained fame as a bandleader and patron 
of musical festivals instead of going 
down to infamy as a lone fiddler. 
Think of the great uplift for Alexan-
der the Great, if, after he had con-
quered the whole world and was at odds 
with himself, he could have relaxed and 
listened to L.S.M.F.T. and its weekly hit 
parade. What an incentive to live 1 What 
an opportunity to conquer new fields of 
endeavour, say as a song publisher. A 
great deal of planning would be needed 
in order to ascertain whether to push the 
sales of a relatively old song like Gee I 
wish I Had a Girl or to restrain the 
popular cleverly written lyrics of You'll 
Never Get Away. Even then Alexander 
may have died of ulcers rather than of 
profligate living resulting from the 
frustration of his conquering urge. 
Karl Marx could have increased the 
popularity of his Communist Manifesto 
if he had made a simple musical show 
out of it rather than didactic prose. He 
could have interspersed the following 
songs among his doctrines exposed in the 
dialogue, Red Sails in the Sunset, When 
the Red Red Robin Comes Bobbin' Along, 
Red River Volley, When You Wore A 
Tulip, Shanty in Old Shanty Town, and 
Sunny Side of the Street. 
The theories of the ancient philoso-
phers would hove been easier to grasp if 
they hod propounded their theories in the 
love-song. You ore the Breathless Hush 
of Springtime could hove illustrated Pro-
togoros' theory that 'man is the measure 
of things'. Stormy Weather could have 
illustrated society as Socrates knew it. 
There's No Tomorrow could hove express-
ed Stoic philosophy. While Confessin' 
would hove gone a long way in express-
ing the views of Omor What's-his-name. 
While the present trend in songs is to-
words greater expression at the tnmosr 
thoughts of on otherwise tongue-tied in-
dividual, there seems to be on ever-
abundance of them . Surely the shy in-
dividual could operate smoothly with a 
few subtle standbys like, Take Me in 
Your Arms, Botcha Me, Oh For Just A 
Chance to Love You, and I' m in Love 
Again. In all probability we could live 
normal lives if no love lyrics were written 
ever again . I am not in favor of stop-
ping the composing of new tunes. Be-
sides providing pleasing relaxation for 
the I istener, it provides a comfortable 
living for the tune-writer . Here is "the 
rub." As long as new tunes are written 
there will be some emotional human who 
will wax lyrical , and Ia, a new song is 
born, probably entitled "Lave is a Won-
derful Thing" making song number 3423 
with that title . 
A. S. 
AT GRADUATION TIME 
f An exchange of photo-graphs with classmates cre-ates bonds of friendship you will treasure through the years. 
&'i?~ 
t 
PHOTOG rlAP HE rl 
Dunker Bu ilding Kitchener Ont. 
Reta il 66 Queen St. South, Kitchener 
Wholesa le 675 Queen St. South, Kitchener 
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Why Study History? 
The subject or sc ience of hi story em-
braces everything that man has done, 
or thought, or aspired to since the be-
ginning of time. History, therefore, is a 
vast field . For convenience in study, it 
is separated into sections such as Ancient 
History, Mediaeva l Hi story, Modern Eur-
opean History, Hi story of England, His-
tory of Canada, etc. But no sect ion of 
history can be isolated. To understand 
the history of any country one must 
study it in relation to happenings in 
other countries, to occurrences of earlier 
times. For example: you cannot appre-
ciate the hi story of Canada witnout 
knowing the history of tfie European 
background which fostered Canada, the 
influences exerted by our neighbour to 
the south, our relations!-li!JS to the Old 
World and in the New World. 
To say "h istory is a scien::e" means 
that the true student of history deals 
with past facts and happenings impar-
tially, without prejudice. If there is any 
truth in t he sayi ng: "the only thing that 
history teaches us is that it teaches us 
nothing," it is because so much of what 
is presented as hi story is not an impar-
tial recording of fact, but fact dressed 
up and interpreted to cater to national 
vanity and pride. The individual who 
says he is perfect is a hypocrite . The 
same applies to any country in the pres-
entation of its history. We must be big 
enough to recognize and to admit er-
rors we have made in the past. For the 
only value of an error is to recognize 
it as such, and then to learn, and to 
determine, to avoid it in the future. Thus 
a study of history should help us to 
avoid the errors of the past. 
History teaches us philosophy. It gives 
us a world point of view and helps us 
reconcile what we think we know with 
what we believe. It gives us perspective 
and a true understanding of relativity. 
History teaches us psychology. No study 
is better adopted to give on insight into 
human nature, its good points, its bod 
points, its sacrifices, its selfis'mess - to 
give us on understanding of the reasons 
motivating individual action os well os 
the actions of groups, peoples, notions, 
countries, em pi res. 
History teaches us political science. 
Just as hi story without political science 
has no fruit, so political science without 
history has no root . In the field of polit-
ical science, history enables us to rea 1-
ize that the best pattern of government 
is where "freedom slowly broadens down 
from precedent to precedent." It teaches 
us economics. Throughout the ages, 
economic pressure has sent mankind 
wandering ond exploring, hos brought 
groups into conflict, has caused them to 
cooperate - has made history. Thus 
we learn that the woy in which economic 
problems ore dealt with is of vital im-
portance to mankind. It also means that 
if we ore willing and intelligent enough 
to learn from the past we do not have 
to ind..Jige in much experimentation in 
the economic field, for we can see that 
ideas which ore presented as new ideas, 
really are old ones which have been 
tried in the past, and hove proved suc-
cessful - or have been failures. 
Hi story teaches us geography. With-
out knowing the importance of river 
valleys, inland seas, vast ocea ns, we 
cannot understand the movement of civ-
ilization from the banks of the Euphrates 
and the Nile to the shores of the Med-
iterranean and thence to the Atlantic. 
Such an understanding enables us to an-
ticipate further simi lar movements. 
History enables us to appreciate the 
applied sciences as well os art, literature, 
architecture, the drama, industrial ond 
agricultural development. It demonstrates 
to us that man's progress toward civiliz-
ation has been very slow, proceeding in 
cycles, with civilizations, in turn, reach-
ing higher levels than any previous civ-
ilization, only to overreach themselves 
and collapse. And in its survey of man's 
aspirations in relation to the immutable 
power that controls the universe, history 
deepens our opprec1ation of religion. 
Hi s tory teaches us that the most last-
ing, the surest progress, is accomplished 
(Continued on page 1 Q) 
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LIFE INSURANCE and 
ANNUITIES 
GEO. BECKER 
Manager 
HOME OFFICE BRANCH 
WATERLOO 
MUTUAL 
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Casualty, Auto and Fire Insurance 
Head Office - Waterloo, Ont. 
54 King St. E. Kitchener 
KITCHENER COAL 
COMPANY 
LIMITED 
Automatic Coal Burning Equipme nt 
"Our Coal Makes Warm Friends" 
Phones : 2-7537 - 6-6372 
WHITE STAR 
BARBER SHOP 
E. MARTZ AND SON 
Two Chair Service-Sanitary Methods 
Opp. Post Office, Waterloo 
OONTARIO OUTFITTERS FFICE LIMITED 
~dom©[WR 
Rent a portable for making better 
nates. 
58 Queen S. Phone 6-6484 
MaciNTOSH CLEANERS 
LIMITED 
Cold Storage Vau lts 
" The Sanitane 
130 Victoria St. S. 
66 King St. S. 
Cleaners" 
Kitchener 
Waterloo 
Phone 2-4461 
HENDERSON'S 
SUNRISE BREAD 
Bread - Cakes - Pastry 
Wm. Henderson & Sons 
Kitchener, Ont. 
Dial 2-4479 Waterloo 
7Sc FREE 
If you use this ad and any picture you 
1ave to get a framed 5 x 7 snapshot 
enlargement worth 85c at 
BEDFORD DRUG STORE 
Opp. Post Office Dial 2-2672 
WATERLOO 
They So!Jsfr 
Qt ~~~~lo * 7·4237 
Kltchener 
THE UNITED LUTHERAN 
PUBLICATION HOUSE 
Religious Books -
Church Supplies -
College Texts -
237 King St. W. Phone 2-9620 
KITCHENER 
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The Rev. George Durst officiated for 
the game on Saturday at Waterloo Col-
lege between Huron and Waterloo. Both 
ore the offspring of the University of 
Western Ontario in London . 
Mud t md slush with white lin es form-
ed the background for the kicking cere-
mony. Due to the absence of a bond 
the teams were unaccompanied onto the 
field. The Misses Ann Gillespie, Judy 
Kee, Jean Gropp, Joan McKenzie were 
the quartet. They song 0 Promise Me for 
Waterloo and Because for Huron. 
Waterloo chose garb of golden yellow 
rayon jersey torso length sweaters, 
smeared with mud, and calf length put-
rid purple trousers of twill adorned with 
matching gold stripes. Beads of sweat 
fell from similarly styled headdresses of 
white and purple skull cops. Huron chose 
similarly styled garb in appropriate 
bloody red with white accessories. Both 
Huron and Waterloo carried a symetr i-
colly shaped taupe brown pigskin boll in 
grimy decorette. 
Attendants from Waterloo and Huron 
chose various costumes in on assortment 
of styles and colours, all tastefully de-
signed importing on altogether charming 
effect. They carried matching numb 
fingers and red noses. 
The best man was Mr. Basil Kuglin 
of Waterloo. 
It was observed during the ceremony 
that Mr. Peter Woods mode severa l 
home runs after catching the pill at 
the face off. Fred Allore knocked the 
boll into the stands several times to 
become the hero of the day and the envy 
of his team motes. The teams were giv-
en several times out when they went 
into a huddle to keep worm. Unfortun-
ately neither team hod hod time for a 
rehearsal and occasionally they got out 
of step with the music. 
After the ceremony a reception was 
held in Waterloo College gymnasium 
where Mi ss Alfredo Jarosz received in 
a green crepe sock, gold lome cop and 
chartreuse accessories. Team spirit pre-
Static 
veiled and the men looked in tip top 
shape for the bottle. Some wild ploys 
were mode at the beginning of the bit-
terly contested game but after several 
fumbles the boys settled down to a ski 1-
ful game. Referees hod several tough 
decisions to make but were generally 
applauded for a canny evenings service. 
Zacks picked up Joan on a fumble from 
McNair and carried her as for as the 
water fountain where McNair recovered . 
Zacks was smeared and mode no yards 
on the ploy. 
Huron was making yards quickly but 
were forced out of ploy by Waterloo 
when Huron's bus arrived to return them 
to London . Touchdowns were scored by 
Jerry Holle, Hermie Binnhommer and 
Paul Closs after setting up several craf-
ty moneuvres. T ockl ing was kept to a 
minimum on the advice of the adminis-
tration but in most cases the line held, 
especially when reeled out by the vet-
erans. Sutherland is on outstanding vet-
eran among line men. 
At half time lunch was served. The 
action become fierce and several men 
were token out of ploy. After half time 
the competition was more stiff and both 
teams were showing signs of fatigue. 
Men were tackling harder and more of-
ten. Referee Ken Joggs blew the whistle 
to end the combat just as the losers 
seemed to be making progress. Confu-
sion resulted as the floor was cleared 
midst shuffling and leering of the vic-
tors . 
Huron donned sensible suits with 
matching accessories for the trip to Lon-
don where they intend to reside. 
Friends attended from Kitchener, Wa-
terloo, London and points adjacent. 
The above is a description of a rugby 
game and donee I hove not yet witness-
ed at the time of writing. I trust the 
girls will find it familiar and understand-
able and hope the boys will find the 
fallacy as funny as they usually find the 
feminine point of view on such subjects. 
BETTY MANNEROW 
Pon" 7 
When clothes are on your curriculum 
visit 
GOU~ 
1909 
Telephone 3·3631 
where you can 
Shop with Confidence 
uCORD-IALL Y" 
YOURS 
1952 
BOON TWINES LIMITED 
KITCHENER, ONT. 
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Alumni Notes 
Graduates of the classes of 1951 and 
1952 hove been kind enough to reply 
to a questionnaire which was sent to 
them in the early port of the school 
yea r. Much of the information presented 
here has come from or through them . 
We do hope that those who have not re-
plied so for will still do so. 
Lyd ia Kl~;in nee Otto was married to 
Dr. William Klein on August 30, 1952, 
at Tovistock. Dr. and Mrs. Klein are 
making their home at 81 Perry St., 
Woodstock, Ont. 
At Osgoode Hall, Toronto, we find 
the following members of the Class of 
'51: Dick Meuni er, Eric Lavalle, Reg-
inald Haney, Stan Luciw, Wolter Berg-
man, and Celestine Weiler. Don Young-
blut, Cord Editor, '52, who supplied the 
preceding names, is also at Osgoode Hall. 
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Ariss 
(Gordon is a member of the class of '52) 
a daughter on October 17, 1952. 
RebErt Hammer ' 50 was married to 
Elaine Mildred Faulhafer on November 
1, 1952. Bob is teaching at the Hanover 
High School this year. 
Stan Snider '52 and Billy Taylor '52 
are doing graduate work in the School of 
History at the Unive rsity of Toronto. 
David Crawford '52 and Aldim er 
Schade '52 are enrolled in the first year 
of theology at Knox College, Toronto. 
Bruce Owen '52 is enrolled in the 
School of Social Work at the University 
of Toronto. 
Barbara Pearce '51 received her 
Master of Arts Degree from the Univers-
ity of Western Ontario this year and is 
now studying at the Ontario College of 
Educat ion, Toronto. 
Eric Reid '52 is studying theology at 
Emmanuel College in Toronto. 
Harold Binhammer '52 is enrolled as 
a student in the Faculty of Med icine at 
Queen's University, Kingston . 
Ell~;n Roberts and Lillian Konczewski 
'52 are attending the Ontario College 
of Education, Toronto. 
Christina Lei bold '52 is attending 
Stratford Normal School. 
Three graduates of Waterloo College 
and Seminary received the degree of 
Bachelor of Divinity in 1952: Rev. Wil -
liam Nolting '33, Ayton, Ontario; Rev. 
Earl Haase '4 7, Arnprior, Ontario, and 
Rev. Frederick Little ' 49, Chesley, On-
tario. 
Junior Prom 
DEC. 18th - THE HIGHLANDS 
1HE HOME OF "HAPPINESS" DIAMONDS , 
DIAMOND MERCHANTS 
8 King Street East 
HISTORY 
(Continued from page 5) 
through cooperation, that a house, a 
community, a nation, a civilization, a 
world, divided against itself, falls; that 
civilization is attained through a slow 
evolutionary process, not by rapid, vio-
lent, revolutionary means. History also 
portrays to us the futility of the applica-
tion of force in attemping to settle in-
ternational disputes; that the only thing 
that war settles is that it settles noth-
ing; that peace treaties based on force, 
instead of establishing peace, generally 
spread the germs of future war. Hence 
history clearly indicates to us the neces-
sity for international understanding and 
cooperation, teaches us that contracts 
(between nations we call them treaties) 
based on force are not enduring and 
that we cannot ho!)e for international 
peace unti I the nations of the world ac-
cept the principle that international con-
tracts based on force are not valid. 
We in Canada have a democracy; 
we are a free and equal partner in the 
Commonwealth of Nations and, with the 
other peoples of the world, we have a 
full and equal place in the United Na-
tions. We believe in the democratic way 
of doing things, in orderly progress, 
gradua I and continuous develo.oment to-
ward a higher level of civilization, not 
only for ourselves, but for all people. 
History shows us that to obtain our ob-
jectives we must help generate a spirit 
of understanding and cooperation; that 
such cooperation will require sacrifices 
by each and every country, including 
our own. His tory a I so tells us that the 
democratic way of doing things can be 
successful only if there is an interested 
honest, active and intelligent citizenry, 
actuated by motives of serving the high-
est interests of the ever-increasing com-
munity: town, city, county, province, na-
tion, commonwealth and world. 
So: take time to delve into the story 
of the past; that wi II he I!) give you the 
background and perspective to avert er-
rors, will enable you to develop the will-
ingness to cooperate in the task of as-
sisting mankind along the difficult path 
toward civi I ization. 
ALEX. 0. POTTER 
BROCK, DAVIS, DUNN 
& BROUGHTON 
Charte red Accountants 
Kitchener - London - Guelph 
Sarnia 
New Design SAME SUPERIOR QUALITY 
Finally, after weeks af long and heat-
ed debates behind closed doors, it was 
decided in seminary circles that five of 
our divinity students, viz., Earl Ander-
son, Godfrey Oelsner, Norman Lang, 
Roseville Burgoyne, and Tom Bollivor, 
would definitely attend the Sixth An-
nual Conference of the Associo( oon of 
Lutheran Seminarians to be held at 
Trinity Seminary, Blair, Nebraska, Nov. 
6-7. Perhaps you ore wondering what 
ALS (Associa tion of Lutheran Seminar-
ians )is . ALS is on organization repre-
senting approximately 2,400 of the 2,-
900 Lutheran seminary students in Con-
ada and the United States. It was reor-
ganized five years ago with the following 
5 objectives: 1. To provide opportuni -
ties for personal acquaintanceship among 
the Students of the Lutheran seminaries 
in America, and, as for as possible, 
throughout the wor ld; 2 . To communi-
cote ideas concerning student activities; 
3 . To encourage the spiritual life of 
Lutheran seminarians; 4. To stimulate 
the spirit of scholarship; and 5 . To ef-
fect a better understanding of problems 
which face the Lutheran church at Iorge. 
The theme for the forthcoming Blair 
Conference is " Our Urgent Message." 
Speakers at the conference will include 
Dr. Albert A. Jognow, professor of 
church history at Wartburg seminary, 
Dubuque, Iowa; Dr. J . P. Milton, pro-
fessor of Old Testament at Luther sem-
inary, St. Paul; and Dr. Lawrence Acker, 
pastor of First Lutheran church, Omaha, 
Neb. They will speak on the subjects 
"Revealed in Chri st," "Prepare to 
Preach the Gospel," and "That Men 
may be saved," respectively. 
Most grateful thanks are extended to 
the Seminary faculty for the financial 
Compliments of •.. 
Seminary 
grant which will help to defray the costs 
of transportation to and from the Blair. 
Conference, and also to those seminar-
ions who, unable to attend the confer-
ence, in person, have contributed finan-
cially to make the project a success. 
At the second Cossmon-Hoyungo Mis-
sionary meeting held on Oct. 14, it was 
decided that local pastors be contacted 
in order to obta in speakers for the week-
ly assembly period. Suggested topics of 
discussion at these assemblies included 
the following ; Marriage counse lling, sick 
visitation, ministerial associations, etc. 
These discussion periods, if they mater-
ial ize, should prove to be both interest-
ing and beneficial to us as seminarians. 
Special recognition is to be given to 
those members of our Middle and Sen-
ior classes who, a s a result of vacant 
pastorates in some of our synodical con-
gregations caused by the recent Seattle 
Convention, hove been labouring dili-
gently in order that these vacancies 
might be filled . 
TOM BOLLIVAR 
Compliments of ... 
The Wm. Hogg 
Coal Co. Ltd. 
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS 
KITCHENER - WATERLOO 
'i3totltv .. tDt4lmin 
r- UP-..~&c: "s 
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A SUMMER FOR THE GLORY OF GOD 
In May I was at a Yaung People's 
Union conference at Forest United 
Church. While I was there I heard about 
the Christian Youth Caravans. Same of 
the young people spoke of the Christian 
experiences they had wnile Caravonning. 
From their speeches I gathered that this 
would be an opportunity far me to serve 
the Church and God. The qualifications 
were simple, yet they mode one stop and 
think. The first was to volunteer, then 
there must be a desire to serve the 
Church and God, and then the question, 
"What Does Religion Mean to You", had 
to be answered. The Board of Christian 
Education was to pay all expenses and 
they decided where you were most need-
ed and sent you there. 
There was a four day training period 
at Five Oaks, near Brentford, where we 
learned the basic principles of conducting 
Daily Vacation Bible Schools, organizing 
Yaung People's Groups, assisting in or 
giving sermons, and making pastoral 
calls. 
On July first, four girls and myself set 
out for our first mission, which was in 
the Kirkland Lake district. Fortunately, 
one of the girls on our team awned a 
1951 Chevrolet. We arrived at Tharnloe 
the next day about noon. Here I met the 
girl with whom I was to work, and the 
ather girls went on to Charleton, about 
twenty miles away. 
We found the people very friendly 
and helpful, and we enjoyed the fellow-
ship. The thing I remember most was 
that I delivered four sermons on the 
first Sunday, covering a distance of 
nearly eighty miles. The second week we 
were at a little place called "Haug Lake" 
where we conducted D.V. B.S. and helped 
in any way we could to bring the Church 
back to I ife. This particular church had 
been inactive for about five years. The 
people here were very friendly and show-
ed a great interest in our work. 
The third week my co-worker went on 
to Matheson and I was joined once again 
by three of the girls with whom I travel-
led north. We went from the Kirkland 
Lake district over into North West Que-
bec, to a little mining town called Arnt-
field. The children here were very 
anxious to Jearn about God and to sing 
about Him. 
An interesting fact about these chil-
dren was that about half of them were 
Roman Catholic and five or six of them 
could not speak English. We stayed here 
only four days but in that time they 
learned some songs and sang with as 
much enthusiasm as the English speak-
ing children. The Young Peoples group 
was the same, and they sang and talked 
about God to-gether. 
From here we went nea rly one hun-
dred miles no1 th to Normete. Here the 
people were building a Church, and were 
holding services in the curling arena. We 
had the opportunity of going down into 
the mine; here they mined capper, zinc 
and pyrite. We went down 2900 feet by 
elevator and another fifty feet by ladder. 
The lowest level in operation is well be-
low the 4,000 foot mark. 
From Normete we went south to Du-
parquet where we stayed five days con-
ducting Bible School and making postoral 
calls. It was interesting to hear the dif-
ferent views these people had about the 
church, because there was no regular 
minister, and for several years there had 
been only student ministers and lay 
workers. Some of the things these people 
said made me stO!) and think about what 
I was doing and how I was doing it. 
From North West Quebec we came 
south to Havelock. The team cooked 
breakfast in the church basement, and 
sometimes our dinner and supper when 
we were not invited out. We stayed here 
two weeks conducting Bible School and 
making postoral calls. While we were 
here we had the opportunity to visit 
Quin-mo-lac and a mine from which they 
get row glass. 
(Continued an page 1 7) 
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THE VALUE OF • • • 
Some people think on education has 
no value. Othe rs think it is everything. 
This depends u-:>on the terms we employ 
to determine what on education actually 
is. If education is to be on end in itself 
it is probably worth less in o practical 
sense than if it were regarded as o 
means to an end. As on end in itself it 
gives only the individual concerned o 
certain amount of satisfaction, but is of 
little service to anyone else. By applying 
what he has learned, however, a person 
can accomplish things he would other-
wise not have been able to accomplish. 
An engineer, for example, could not lay 
plans for the construction of a bridge if 
he had not learned something about the 
engineering trade. The fact that he can 
draw up a plan shows that he knows 
what he is doing. In this way he may be 
furthering his own welfare as well as that 
of others because he is making a practi-
cal application of what he has learned. 
A liberal education can help the in-
dividual to appreciate the finer things in 
life. Since he has learned to appreciate 
literature, art, and music, and since they 
offer him satisfaction, his values are 
measured ather than in terms of money. 
He has received something that money 
cannot buy. In many cases people with 
a mediocre training in music do not ap-
preciate good music because they have 
not been taught to appreciate it. Natur-
ally anyone who has read very little 
poetry, or any type of literature, has 
little or no appreciation for literature, 
but teach that same individual the dif-
ference between good and poor writing 
and then permit him to read enough of it 
and he will receive a certain pleasure he 
would otherwise not have. The same 
principle applies to other fields of learn-
ing as well . Take history for example . A 
person who knows little or no history 
knows only that part of the world with 
which he has came in contact. In most 
cases that part is extremely small . If 
such a person happens to have enough 
initiative to pick up a history book and 
read it, his horizon may be broadened 
and if he has the opportunity to continue 
his study he will find that the world in 
whi.:h he lives is vast and that people 
who have lived before have accomplished 
great things. Permit the culture of the 
Egyptians and Babylonians, the conquests 
of Alexander the Great and of Na-
poleon to pass before the mind's eye and 
you will , or at least you should, be in-
spired to hitch your wagon to a star. 
(Napoleon's wagon was hitched to the 
wrong star. ) 
The problem that remains is to con-
vince people that there is a definite value 
in education. Many people who have 
realized the advantage of on education 
have probably discovered it by exper-
ience. A minister once told me that when 
he entered the University of Toronto he 
had to take a certain course in history. 
After several lectures he hod an inter-
view with his professor because he hod 
so little interest in the subject he was 
trying to learn. The Professor's answer 
was: "The reason you have so little 
interest in history is because you know 
so little about the subject" . The student 
then began to study history more earnest-
ly and before he had completed his 
course he hod devoured massive history 
books and it become one of his favourite 
subjects. This man had realized that 
there is a value in knowing something 
about history not merely for the sake of 
the exam but also because the exper-
iences of history helped him to under-
stand life more fully. This principle could 
be applied to any field of knowledge. 
Therefore, if we want to get the most 
out of I i fe we must first try to get the 
most out of our education . Let us then 
assume that education has a tremendous 
value and perhaps Ecies 20 and Bi 
Science will come a little easier. 
G. W. 
While the powerful notions of the 
free world and their satellites test, im-
prove, and develo:- their militaristic en-
deavors in atomic energy; dispute, bick-
er and blunder among themselves, the 
nucleus or sun of the Communist galaxy 
has mode a strong move to re-orgoniz=, 
co-ordin:Jte, and consolidate th= position 
of the Communist front in our world. In-
deed, Russia, the centre and source of 
Communism, has once again held a Con-
gress of the Soviet Communist Party -
the first sin::e 1939. It has met, dec ;ded 
on its course of action, mode its deci-
sions and reorganizations and has ad-
journed. It now remains for those lead-
ers and believers of the Comm:.mist 
faith, to oct upon and execute those de-
cisions. 
However, it will be impossible for us 
to gain a complete picture of the con-
gres; and its hopp:nin;Js for so:ne time. 
The reason - the iron curtain. The 
Communists hove always been excep-
tionally slow and cautious wit :-, such 
m::~tters. Nothing of any great import-
once will be officially announced until 
Stalin decides to do so and he, true to 
his kind, seldom does things in a hurry. 
The facts and figures conc:rning the 
Co:nmunist Nineteenth rorty Congress, 
hove been published in the newspapers 
and magazines and broadcast on the ra-
dio so n:J purpose would be served \ bY 
repeating them here. I propose only to 
comment on and compare various items 
of interest and concern to us as the aud-
ience of the p::>liticol dramas that hove 
acted out in the post few m::>nths. 
Communism, Capitalism - propa-
ganda or education. To us capitalists, 
communism is pro.oogon::lo and capitol-
ism is education. A Communist, how-
ever, views these ideologies through dis-
torted red lenses and sees communism 
as education and the infiltration of 
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Capitalism as propaganda. But for wont 
of another word, we shall call these 
ideologies propaganda. For if we are to 
look at the Congress cctions with on un-
biased opinion, we mu>t throw off our 
mantle of western propaganda and its 
"hate the Commies" attitude. No one 
con truly soy that any one of our econ-
omic and governmental systems is the 
ideal. We hove not, nor will we hove 
for some time, reach that very elusive 
utopian state. Thus it is with Commun-
ism. Althoug:, there ore many things 
in the Communist doctrine with which 
we of the free, Capitalist world viol:mt-
ly dis::>gree, it cannot be den ied that 
under the cold exterior of the Commun-
ist front, lie many principles which 
merge and agree with those doctrines 
of the free world. 
It has been said the Communist Nine-
teenth Congress was to "en::lorse dec i-
sions and actions which would affect the 
entire world." The truth of this state-
ment may not be known for some time 
perhaps a number of years. We do know 
however, that it did make internal 
changes and reforms to tighten party 
controls both in Russia and beyond its 
borders. 
The Communists of Russia ore human 
and make mistakes like many of us. 
They recognized the failure of their Pol-
itburo, the central or ruling party or-
ganization of Russia, and they replaced 
it with a new proesidium. The greatest 
of its many blunders was to direct the 
Cominform, to expel Tito from its ronks. 
The Cominform hod become so useless 
a tool to Stalin that he has not used 
it during the few years preceding the 
congress. The Communists may not, in 
sa many words, admit their mistakes to 
the world, but by this change in their 
internal set-up, their actions speak for 
them. It will be interesting to see who 
the personnel of the new proesidium ore 
to be and how useful they will be in 
the execution of Russian policies. 
The United States has come to a 
somewhat similar realization as that of 
Russia. The majority of the people of 
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the United States have seen t :,e m is-
ta kes of the Democ rats while in powe r 
and hove admitted these mi stakes by 
a change of government, placing the 
Repub licans in power. It must be admit-
ted, however, that in the Un ited States 
the people make the change while in 
Russia the lead2r does the reorganiz ing. 
Neve rtheless, the underlying cause is 
sti ll the same - people do make mis-
takes - sometimes they are disastrous. 
During the Communist Nineteenth 
Congress many matters concerning the 
people of Russia themse lves a nd til~ 
world situati on were d:scussed. BJt w.1at 
we of the western world are most in-
te rested in at the present time, is war. 
What did Russia say about war? To this 
question we can say that nothing was 
said that hasn't been said before. The 
Congress was opened by Malenkov on 
the well worn theme " The Uni ted States 
seeks war." Because of this belief, w:1ich 
we know to be absurd, t he Congres; was 
to ld that Russia is geared to switch at 
ony momen t from peace time production 
to full war time production of every sort 
of weapon needed by its armed forces . 
Thi s readiness is quite necessa ry to Rus-
sia because of the growing muscle in 
the war arm of the western powers, who 
in turn , seeing that Russ ia is building 
up her military strength throug:, indus-
try, must do the same. So the arms race 
continues and the war threat becomes 
mare and more imminent. If the free 
world wants to remain free, it must re-
main as strang as the Communist world. 
Almost all materials and manpower in 
Russ ia go to arms production and very 
little is produced for the people. With 
us the reverse is true. We live in comfort 
with our cars, T.V . sets, refrigerators, 
etc ., while a comparatively small am-
ount of ou r total production is diverted 
to the armed forces. Thus we have two 
choices in an effort to remain free. One 
is to produce like Russia and live com-
fortably f'nd the other is to produce 
enough for both purposes - defence 
and a high standard of living . 
The Russians are taught production 
'round the clock. · V,te are not. Good or 
bad as Russia 's leaders may be, they 
at least show the p eople the way. Can 
we say the sa me for ourselves? It is 
up to us to increase production of our 
own accord. 
There are many revelations and events 
of the newest Communi st Congress that 
could be discussed and argued at great 
length . Peasant subordination to state 
serfs, Communist Party reorganization, 
the rise of Malenkov as Stalin's possible 
successor, and the re are many more, but 
they are too nume rous to mention here . 
Let it be suffic ient to say of the Com-
munist Nin eteenth Congress, that at a 
time of turmoil in the free western world 
wi th its alliances, protective organiza-
tions and name-calling election cam-
paigns, the Communist Party has, with 
not too much publicity, quietly strength-
ened and reformed itself into a sounder 
resistor of the West . 
As before stated, everything that the 
Communists decided is not known . As 
the h istory books of the coming genera-
tion are written, we will see the effects 
of these dec isions on our world. We 
know the post of Communism and with 
thi s past we may com.oare what the fu-
ture will bring. Communism works slow-
ly, method icall y and with stupidity and 
~el fi shness in the West and ill-intention 
in the East, who knows where, when and 
how it will end. Let us hope and pray 
that we li ve to see it end peacefully. 
K. B. 
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"Eh! What's that, you want me to 
write an article far the Card? Came now, 
let's not be ridiculous." 
"One spode.'' 
"Whatever gave you the idea that I 
could write?" 
"Three diamonds." 
"What do you want me to do any-
way? An article about dialogue down 
here in the common roam, boy that's 
choice, you know you couldn't possibly 
print that at any time." 
"Just a jfffy, let me review the bid-
ding. I opened a spade, two clubs, pass, 
two hearts, then I went to three dia-
monds, three hearts, pass four hearts, 
well I'll pass then." 
"You think I could still strain out 
enough for the Cord. Well I don ' t know, 
of course I could write about how the 
boys sit around with the place looking 
like the inside of a chimney discussing 
this coming Saturday's football games. 
It really amazes me how easy it is to 
play that game while sitting here in the 
common room. I've never met so many 
football experts but then it's every fan's 
privilege to be o grandstand quarter-
back. " 
"I boobed." 
"Then every once in o while they get 
to comparing those powerhouse teams 
of the post and eventually they may get 
to discussing the College team and that 
ends it. Well it's alright saying you write 
about these discussions, but just look at 
all the new adjectives I have to use to 
get this printed, it doesn't even sound 
like the common room." 
" That gives you a game. Deal 'em 
out and remember you're preg . . . 
whoops, I mean vulnerable so let' s go." 
"Say, did you hear the one that was 
circulating around here yesterday? Well 
it seems that a certain teacher asked 
her class, oops! on second thought that's 
no good either. 
You still here? You're sure persistent. 
You say I could include parts of those 
serious conversations that take place 
down here. That's rich. The only serious 
talk in here is whether they can afford 
to buy o twenty-sixer or only a mickey 
to take to London on Saturday. 
It's true though that every once in 
a while they do consider who should be 
and who likely will be the next presi-
dent of the States, but that is so rare 
and backed up by such weak opinions 
that I wouldn't consider it. Oh yeah, 
they do talk over their last lecture some-
times, but then it's only to criticize 
some poor prof who made a statement 
that rubbed one of our country's future 
greats the wrong way. 
" You're at four spades now, are you? 
Pass." 
"Say putting the bookstore in here 
has certainly had its advantages. Now 
you can actually see something easier 
on the eyes that just those worn out 
males that wend their way in here now 
and again. It really must take a lot of 
courage on the part of some of our coeds 
around here to venture within these 
sacred bounds, especially when an un-
fortunate bridge expert has boobed an 
easy trick and his victorious opponent 
lets out his voctory cry, " Isn ' t that a 
. . . no, I guess I can ' t have that 
printed either." 
"Look at that, we lost a seven hund-
red rubber and just because you ' re pes-
tering me." 
"Dija ever hear the boys sitting 
around and reminiscing over the past 
summer and the good times they had 
at C.O.T.C.? Boy, the dialogue is really 
ripe then, because they nearly always 
talk over their after hours experiences, 
and there you are again, you couldn't 
possibly print it. When I hear some of 
those tales I wonder if the C.O.T.C. is 
really being a benefit to our young im-
pressionable college students. 
"I sti II don't think there is enough 
usable material here in the common 
Cont'd . on opposite Pd!!e: 
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TV IN THE STICKS 
One little bird to another little bird 
building nest in TV tower, " I don't thin k 
much of these new fangled trees.'' 
It all began when Mr. Smith decided 
he wonted a TV set (because Mr. Jones 
has one). Now in thi s part of the country 
he also needs an aerial sa he sends fa r a 
qualified television technician (pardon 
the language). That 's_ me and my boys. 
We get up on the roof and start ma ki ng 
holes. It would take less time if we made 
less holes but we take a certain pride in 
our work, and the customer expects hi s 
money 's worth. To the hales we fa sten 
hooks, to the hooks we fasten turn 
buckles, to the turn buckles we fa sten 
guy wire, to the guy wire we fasten ten 
foot sections of prefabricated steel towe r. 
All in one sentence yet. (Authur 's note 
to satisfy Pennsylvania Dutch friends). 
Two of these bolted together plus a 
ten foot most constitute a tower . Now 
we begin to get up in the world. We 
climb the tower, attach our safety belt 
and put the branches on this prefabricat-
ed tree. In other words we instal the an-
tennae one for each channel or station. 
They must be directed by compass to-
words the respective stations . Thi ~ is 
al-.vays a matter for lengthy di scussion . 
Did you know that Toronto is North of 
Kitchener that the South bound busses 
run East and West and King Street runs 
in three different directions? 
It seems to me I left something hang-
ing in the air. Oh yes, the man putting 
on he antennae; to these he attaches 
lead wire which comes down the towe r 
across the roof and into the house. Thi s 
necessitates drilling more holes in win-
dows and floors (we love drilling hol es). 
At last we connect up the set and hope 
to get a picture. I'll never forget the 
time I turned on a set and the picture 
was upside down. I had a rather bad 
time of it until I noticed the announcer's 
tie was hanging in his face. I wish those 
studios wouldn't pull gags like that. 
Now the crowd begins to gather. We 
have had as many as a dozen kids wait-
ing for the show to start . Along comes 
the owner of the house and mistaking 
me for the man who invented televi sion 
starts asking questions. I manage to get 
him well confused by discussing 
motors, rotor heads, all bands, 
rotor 
stac k 
mines, cut fours, high and low bands, 
boosters, switches and atmospheric in-
terference, and rush away to be on ly 
half an hour late for a date. 
What if the se t doesn't work? We 
blame it on the weather. 
B. HEt'--JDRY 
(Continued from page 16) 
room for an article. Yes, that 's true, 
there is a lot of school politics talked 
up around here, wnethe r it is good o r 
bad I'll dec line from sa ying . It is en-
couraging that these busy students will 
ta ke time out from bridge 250 to dis-
cuss that aspect of college life . 
I just thought of how amusing it is 
in here dur ing the winte r. The boys are 
, packed in here like sardi nes, trying not 
to interfere in t he honour bridge course 
or bump a poor so lo player, and at the 
same time take off or put on some of 
that heavier apparel one must wear in 
that time of yea r. It never fail s tnat 
you ' ll hear, "Who in the ... took my 
rubbers? These aren't mine, but they 
fit." 
W ell I guess there is enough material 
to use for an article after all, so I' ll do 
it for you. Now if you'l l excuse me, I'd 
like to get back to this he re bridge and 
try to win a few ga mes. 
"Whose deal is it anyways?" 
GORDON FI RTH 
(Con ti nued from page 12) 
My summer's exper ie nce taught me 
that by ourse lves we ore helple~s and it 
is onl y through prayer and faith in God 
that we are able to corry on our work. 
I learned that Chri stian Love was more 
powerful in the handling of little child-
ren than all the spa nkings in the world. 
I found that we had been the only Bible 
some people had ever had o r read and it 
was through us that they sow a glimpse 
of God and His Ho ly Spirit. I felt it was 
a summer well spent to the glory of God 
and an exper ience in Christian faith 
which I shall never forget. 
GEORGE SIMMONS, 
YOUR S.L.E. 
Perhaps many students of Waterloo 
College, especially the freshman, won-
der why they are asked to leave the 
Board Room on specific days . At least 
by now, it should be known that the 
Student's governing body meets here to 
discuss its business. If, by chance, there 
ore some persons either inquisitive or 
more interested in this body's procedures, 
they should attend the meetings to be-
come ocquointetd with some of the col-
lege's important business as for as the 
students ore concerned. 
The prime object of the Student's Leg -
islative Executive is the advancement of 
the interest of the students as such, and 
the college as a whole. It is such ques-
tions pertaining to your interest, as 
students, that the S.L.E. deli berate on 
and try to bring forth sotisfocto• y and 
correct answers. Thus if there should be 
any detail which a student wishes clari-
fication on, he should consult the presi -
dent or other members of his executive. 
As such a body, its chief duty is to 
harmonize and correlate student activi -
ties . One of the major questions facing 
the S.L.E. at the beginning of the year 
was the settlement of the Sophomore 
executive. After much discussion onJ 
dispute, a new election was called for 
the office of president which was left 
vacant. Then again, the S.L.E . brought 
before the students a nomination for 
Chairman of the Publications Boord. Now 
that this position is filled , this Board will 
toke over as representative of the pub-
lications units and endeavour to bring 
about co-ordination and co-operation 
among these publications in the same 
manner as the S.L.E. does omOn(.t the 
students. 
Lost year the S.L.E. proposed that 
Waterloo College join the Notional Fed-
eration of Canadian University Students. 
This year, your S.L.E. hod sent in its 
dues so that the students of Waterloo 
would be represented at their discussions. 
The N.F.C.U .S. deals with matters pertin-
ent to all university activities, such as 
the exchange of Canadian and Commun-
ist university students. I feel this shouid 
give you, as students, on extra lift to 
know that you ore represented among 
the larger universities and have a vote 
equal to the one they hove on all ques-
tions. 
At present, the S.L.E. is bringing be-
fore the student body, the question of a 
Purple and Gold Show. So for the S.L.E. 
executive has received assurance of co-
operation and backing of the administra-
tion. Now it is on its lost sensational 
production and the S. L. E. feel it is about 
time to bring the talent of the student 
body as a whole before the eyes of the 
citizens of Waterloo and Kitchener. A 
committee has been appointed to look 
into the matter of a production; now a 
response of the students is awaited. 
A great commission of the S.L.E . is 
the financial backing of all the organiza-
tions of the students. This money was 
exacted from the students' tuitions at 
the beginning of the year to corry on the 
various student functions, such as t ile 
Athenaeum, the Assemblies, etc. 
I hove just outlined the object and a 
few of the duties and functions of the 
S. L. E. This executive is your representa-
tives, so follow and support it in all 
its meetings and endeavours. 
GORDON AGGERHOLM 
"Go dhedd Ddddy, squirt him." 
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SPORTS 
FOOTBALL 
Football bows out again in a blaze 
of glory. The average spectator will 
probably ask, "What blaze of glory ore 
you referri ng to?" To him the games 
played by our team seemed dull and 
amateur to soy the least. He would ar-
gue that they didn't ploy in any league 
and the only people who knew the Wa -
terloo cheers were the cheerleaders. Be-
sides, the number of spectators, a lthough 
heartening at times, was on the whole 
pitiful to see. He would in port be utter-
ing gems of wisdom ... 
But let us toke a little closer look 
and consider the hard fighting boys that 
mode up the team. Here without doubt 
the critics would hove to swallow their 
words. Twenty-four hard working players 
'Jius one hard working coach, Carl 
Totzke, combined this year to field a 
real team to represent Waterloo on the 
football field. The enthusiasm, and the 
spirit of the team was outdone only by 
that of their coach. Three nights a week 
they were out there sweating and stro in-
ing to improve their game. Ploys were 
run over time and again in on effort to 
reach perfection. Blocking, tackling and 
catching mode up a well balanced diet 
of football. The backfield this year was 
well balanced and showed up well in the 
tight spots. Speed and deception kept 
the enemy guessing at all times. On the 
line the team really stood ou t . They 
were very strong this year and won 
against Huron, (37-0), (13-12), O.A.C. 
(7-0), and lost to Victoria College (12-0). 
On the whole the team was powerful 
with sufficient reserve to s.oore. Thus 
here was a group of boys t:1at devoted 
a great deal of valuable time to help 
Waterloo advance farther toward a big-
ger and better school. In doing t:1is 
they got a lot of hard knocks but were 
reworded with the association of a bunch 
of "good heads.'' 
So it's hots off to a bunch of good 
boll players, good Woterlooans. 
BASKETBALL 
The Waterloo "Mules" basketball 
team, under Rolph Toilby, promise to be 
strong contenders in the league this 
year. The team has four of lost year's 
players (Cotter, Sutherland, Wolfe, 
Heick) bock again and a good crop of 
frosh to odd depth to the team. The 
Mules played their first League game 
November lOth . They lost to Galt In-
termediates 51 to 46. Exhibition games 
hove been arranged with McMaster 
"Buccaneers" on December 4th in Wat-
erloo and February 8th in Hamilton. 
What ore the team's chances? The 
prediction i~ they will end the schedule 
hard on the heels of the leaders, the 
Y Blues and Brentford. Our home floor 
is the K-W Collegiate, through the good 
graces of Mr. W. J. Unwin, Director of 
Student Activities at the Collegiate. 
BADMINTON 
Badminton continues to hold the in-
terest of a great many students. They 
ore finding keen competition within their 
own ronks. The gym is in constant use, 
which only goes to show that Badmin-
ton is becoming more popular every 
year . 
BASKETBALL 
The girls ore practising tirelessly in 
an effort to improve the calibre of their 
basketball team. They ore being coached 
this year by Jim Cotter and Bob Suth-
erland, so it is to be ho.oed that they 
(the girls, that is) enjoy every success 
in the K-W City League. 
CURLING 
Once again the curlers hove respond-
ed to the call of their skips and rallied 
forth with their brooms and stones. 
Every Thursday afternocn they may be 
seen in action. Those boys sure know 
how to sweep - b:Jt they also con loy 
those stones in there like seasoned vet-
erans. 
INTRA MURAL BASKETBALL AND 
HOCKEY 
On the intra mural scene we hove 
basketball and hockey drown up and a 
promise of good participation of all 
yeors. 
More predictions: Basketball - sop:1s 
Hockey- sophs again 
The above .oredictions hove been core-
fully analyzed (by a soph 1) before pres-
entation . G. M. 
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WAR AND PEACE 
Avaricious, atrocious, aghast 
to 
Cynical , captive and cowed 
to 
Hollow-eyed, hungry and homeless 
to 
Prejudiced, penurious and proud 
to 
Ravaged, rapacious and raging 
to 
- z z z z z z z -
of 
A Buzz Bomb 
to 
Cynical , captive and cowed 
to 
Repitition 
to 
z z z z z z 
These are the attributes of war, 
These are the attributes of peace. 
Shortly after the publicati on of thi s 
poem, a party was given in honour of 
the poet by Mrs. Gerold Fitzgerald in 
her New York penthouse. There was 
such a large crowd of celebrities that 
the fortunate guest of honour was neg-
lected almost entirely. During the first 
interminable hours, only one person ad-
dressed him. Hi s bejewelled hostess gush-
ed enthusiastically over his arrival , pre-
sented him with o brief kiss and o short 
drink, and then disappeared abruptly to 
welcome other newcomers. For a whi le 
he wondered about on the terrace . In-
tently he stared at the myriad flickering 
lights below, blurred by tendrils of fog 
ri sing from the waterfront. Then, but-
ting his cigarette he tu-rned reluctantly 
back to the salon, filled with the noise 
of inconsequential chatter and liquo red 
laughter. On a sudden impulse, he be-
gan to elbow his way toward the en-
trance to go out, and as he did so, he 
heard his name mentioned. He stopped, 
and stood listening on the outskirts of 
a small group. It soon became apparent 
its members were di scussing his poem 
and had not yet not iced him. 
Literary 
"Oh," began one bright young thing, 
whose fashionable c lothes and horn- rim-
med g losses as well as intensity of man-
ne r stamped him as o recent college 
graduate, " it has such a terrific impact. 
Ah Ah Ah, Bu Bu Bu, Ke Ke Ke. Doesn't 
it?" 
" My dear,'' interrupted o gentleman 
who resembled George Saunders, "so has 
on atom bomb, but that doesn't make it 
poetr/ In the fir st place it has no metre. 
Secondly it locks imagery. Both ore ne-
cessary. Besides, on cursory reading 
(which is all anyone ever does), it just 
sounds li ke o li st of alliterati ve words, 
concluded by two unre lated parallel 
statements." 
"Wel l, perhaps you ' re right," return-
ed the young woman, who remained 
sq ue lched for the rest of the discussion. 
An anaemic looki ng man stood up. 
Though he didn ' t look capable enough, 
he asserted himself stoutly. 
" Oh I soy, old gi rl, you certainly 
cawn't compare it with that luvvely 
thing by Edith Sitwell that they brought 
out in the Times the othe r day. Now 
le t me see, how did it go? 
(He thinks o minute). 
" Oh, yes, something like this: 
" Amid thi s hot green glowing gloom 
A word fall s like o raindrop's boom." 
Thi s was quoted with great feeling , but 
did not receive much of a recepti on. 
" Speaking of the Times," said a little 
fat man who was leaning back seduct-
ive ly or pe rhaps just precariously on a 
shapel y chair nearby, "I was reading 
the ir rev iew the othe r day. Quote, 'It 
best that' s been written for years . It is 
original, it is pass ionate, it is superb . 
Watch out, Mr. Eli ot, thi s man has gen-
ius." Unquote. That's my opini on." 
"Speaki ng of the Sun, I was reading 
thei r review the othe r day. Quote, ' it 
stinks,' unquote. That 's my opin ion." A 
woman around fifty thought her remarks 
were shocki ng enoug h to merit attention, 
but she had forgotten that she was I iv-
ing in the twentieth century. One of its 
representatives, the distinguished gentle-
(Continued from page 24) 
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LANGUAGE 
LACHAMBRE DE TORT URE 
Tout le monde o entendu parler de ces 
chcmbres de torture qui se trouvent en 
Russie et qui detent peut-etre de Ia der-
niere guerre mondiole. Moi oussi, j'en 
so is quelque chose; mo is je n' aura is jo-
mois cru que j'en serois Ia victime un 
jour. Oui, je dais me presenter d::ms unc 
heure chez M. Nickolovich a cause d'un 
crime inconnu que j'oi commis. Comme 
le temps posse! II fout y oiler, mois j'oi 
trap de difficulte a marcher; et bien que 
le bureau ne soit qu'une demi-mille de 
man legis, une heure posse avant que 
je n'y arrive. Je regarde Ia p:Jrte fixe-
ment; oui, c'est c;o : "Nickolovich". 
L'horloge sonne, c'est l'heure du rendez-
vous. 
Enfin, il fout entrer. Quand je vois 
l'interieure du bureau de M. Nickolovich, 
toutes ces histoires d'horreur et de tor-
ture que l'avois deja entendues se pre-
sentent a man esprit. Je suis sur le point 
de m'evanouir de peur quond je vois le 
mechonisme formidable de torture. Puis 
(Continued on page 24 ) 
PARA LOS 
Uno muper que queria hoblor mucho, 
fue ol medico que fue psiquiotro tombien, 
y le digo. 
-Senor doctor, creo que mi morido 
esta enfermo. 
-?OH? respondi6 el buen doctor. Y 
digome Ud., por favor senora ? pour que 
Ud. lo cree? 
-Si, senior doctor, digo Ia mujer. 
Cree que mi morido esta sordo, perc no 
estoy seg uro. Par ejemplo, cuondo le ho-
blo a el par heros, no me aye. Le grito y 
Ia irrito con repetidos reganos, haste que 
estoy s in oliento, para no me aye. Cuondo 
un amigo suyo le dice uno palobro, mi 
morido se siente major y puede hoblor 
yair. Dig:J me Ud . Ia verdod, senor doctor, 
que esta esto enfermedod singular que 
tiene mi querido? 
L. B. 
In muehsamer Arbeit bemuehen wir 
uns, die Kunst in den Werken beruehm-
ter Schriftsteller zu erkennen und zu 
wuerdigen. Was denken Dichter und 
Schriftsteler selbst von der Kunst? Die 
folgenden Worte des Dichters Josef Vik-
tor von Scheffel werden uns wohl etwos 
ueberroschen: 
Echte Kunst ist ein titanisch 
Himmelstuermen,-Kompf und Ringen 
Um die ewig ferne Schoenheit, 
lm Gemuete n:Jgt der Gram ob 
Unerreichter ldeole,-
Doch die Pfuscherei mocht gluecklich! 
W.T. 
Non vera ebrius est qui iom sub tegmine 
mensae 
Lopsus surgere obhinc, bibere item 
voleot; 
Qui tomen elopsus ioceot nee surgere 
pass it, 
Bibere nee voleat, totus is est madidus. 
A. E. R. 
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man merely looked dolefully at her, 
while its other representative kept watch-
ing a math darting to and fro and won-
dering if it had done any damage. The 
others nodded their heads slightly to 
indic~e agreement or dissent. 
The discussion continued thus for 
sometime with several digressions which 
would give one indigestion, on the Na-
ture of Poetry and the Timelessness of 
'Awt.' At last, the author who was turn-
ing blue in the face gave vent to his 
spleen, for he could contain it no longer. 
He attacked the members as they at-
tacked him. First he told them they de-
served it according to the Golden Rule 
so he wouldn't violate the principle. 
"You, sister," he commenced in a 
tone of pity, "couldn't have believed 
very firmly in what you started to say 
or this old roue (the distinguished gentle-
man started at this contemptuous appel-
ation) wouldn't have knocked the wind 
out of your sails so easily. His standard 
of judging poetry is purely arbitrary. As 
for having any sensitivity to subtle 
thought, why, he's as thick skinned as 
an aged alligator which he resembles 
more than any movie actor." 
Now the gentleman was thoroughly 
squelched, for he prided himself on his 
appearance. 
The poet turned to the young man. 
"You need either some iron pills or 
a bullet in that bird brain of yours which 
is even feebler, if possible, than dea; 
Edith's. As for your reading, "it stinks" 
to quote my next attacker. 
"You ore o neurotic old so-ond-so," 
he exploded, looking ot her whose de-
s ire for attention hod quickly diminish-
ed . "You are o menace to society be-
cause you don't think ot oil." 
Then sighing, he explained, "My 
poem is not o poet's poem, but a phil-
osophical one, though some would soy 
it is not a poem at oil. (The gentleman 
revived enough to bow). I think it's 
lousy." (Everyone looked nonplussed). 
Thoroughly enjoying himself, the poet 
repeated. 
"Yes, that's what I said. It's o flop 
os poetry, or at least the common kind 
written in monotonous metre that just 
teems with pretty word pictures and 
nothing else." 
"What is unnerv ing," he said sad:y, 
" is that not one of you realizes the 
feeling behind the lines which is of para-
mount importance. I won't bother to 
explain it. You wouldn't understand .'' 
He paused o moment. 
"Oh well, that's the fote of the artist 
I suppose: to be misunderstood, not un-
der~tood ot oil, or understood too well." 
T he hostess approached, angry be-
cause of the disturbance the rude young 
boor was causing . He addressed her 
curtly, 
"No, Mrs. Fitzgerald, don't bother 
show ing me to the door. I'd rather find 
my own woy." 
PAT HEDRICH 
Compliments of ... 
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LACHAMBRE 
(Continued de poge 23 ) 
on me conduit au bureau principal de M. 
Nickolovich. C'est un homme de toille 
eleve qui 0 des bras fort muscles et des 
yeux noirs et penetrants. Ensuite on me 
conduit a une chaise et m'y fait assoeir . . 
Quelle douleur! A peine suis-je ossis 
que l'on me met a lo torture. Impossible 
de me reten ir1 et je erie de toute ma 
force: 
-Arretez-vous! mois pourquoi me 
torturez-vous? 
- Tu sais tres bien, man gorc;on, tu as 
mange trap de sucre. 
-Ar, me dis-je, quelle p:.mition pour 
un si petit crime 1 
Mais M. Nickolovich continue a me 
tourmenter comme s'il ne m'avait point 
entendu; et imaginez-vous, cela dure 
trente-cinq minutes. Enfin il s'arrete et 
melac;,e; avant de m'en oiler M. Nicko-
lovich me demonde: 
-Est-ce que tu mangeras trap de 
sucre et de bonbons maintenont? 
-Non, vraiment, reponds-je , et je 
quitte lo salle a lo hate. C'est man pre-
mier rendez-vous chez le dentiste. Et, 
l'esp2re ordemment, le dernier. 
H. F. 
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THE FATALIST 
It matters little whether at the end we 
lose or gain, 
Or if our lot was meted out in happiness 
or pain, 
Or if our life was filled with sadness a s 
the autumn rain. 
Oh no, it matters nought, my love, when 
dark oblivion 
Stalks so close upon our heel s that we 
forget our loss, 
Our love, our gains that vanish like the 
tides of pain 
That sweep in ever closing folds around 
our souls. 
It matters not at all that joyful life goes 
on without us, 
Nor could we core. Alas, thi s one sweet 
moment will not lost, 
But ye t I wish, I wish that all my l.fe 
that 's post 
Were such that I could soy, "I t morlers 
not." 
L. B. 
At the Boarding Club Formal, Oct. 31 
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PLUS OR MINUS 
"Our system is dynamic", says the 
economist. Waterloo College is also dyn-
amic. After each school year is finished, 
and the last paper has been marked, 
Waterloo College stands either a bit 
higher or a bit lower than it did the year 
before. Each year certain aspects of our 
life here will improve, and certain 
aspects might degenerate. Whether any-
one knows it or not the result is either 
plus or minus, never the same. Exact 
equality would be as impossible as two 
identical finger-prints or the measure-
ment in time of the exact present with-
out any past or future. After the exams 
are over is no time to decide to improve 
the past year. Now is the time. 
So for this year there are many things 
that are pulling up the hill and many 
others that are letting gravity pull down. 
The value of others still have not been 
determined. Our curricular status falls 
into the last category. Trends soon will 
make themselves known. Will frosh fail-
ures be as numerous as last year? How 
many seniors will graduate with first 
class honours? Will the basement on 
Dearborn be laid by May? 
In extra curricular activities positives 
and negatives are appearing. The posi-
tives need further stimuli and the nega-
tives need to be mercilessly attacked. On 
the better side stand inter-publication 
relations. We think we speak for all 
when we say that no one publication nur-
tures any form of jealousy or rivalry at 
all. This is as it should be and we hope 
that it continues. The hard feelings 
created last year were most unfortunate 
and the results of some of these feelings 
are still with us today in the form of 
uncompleted tasks. A jarring note is 
found in the fact that three students saw 
fit to refuse the paltry twenty-five cent 
annual charge for the News Weekly. If 
the Publication Board had only been set 
up when intended, a Publication Fee 
would have eliminated most of that 
trouble. 
Our athletics this year seem to regis-
ter positive, so far . The rugby team has 
lost but one game and that only narrow-
ly to the top inter-faculty Toronto team. 
Basketball shows great promise. 
Assemblies ore certainly better both in 
quality, quantity and attendance. The 
latter improvement is for from gratify-
ing when one considers the long road to 
perfect attendance. The pe rson that 
would play cards, gossip or engage in 
cny other such activity during assembly 
period is not worthy to be called o stu-
dent of our College, particularly when 
the future assemblies hong so much in 
the balance. The monkeys that gape 
down through their wire caging are little 
better. 
Besides the minus attributes of the 
positive features above certain others 
should be noted . Vanity and over-frugal-
ity split the senior class wide open this 
foil. The bitterness caused by the ques-
tion of which photographer could take 
the best, most numerous, cheapest and 
most glamorous graduation pictures wos 
stupid. Never was a class president forc-
ed to waste his time on such a useless 
vote. That was to be a referendum not a 
plebescite. Let us all work together in 
the future and forget that question. 
Other minus items could be mention-
ed. The sophomore executive mix-up 
should have been avoided. In the S.L.E. 
bitter arguments have waged. Why has 
it taken so long to complete the actual 
details of becoming full active N.F.C.U.S. 
members this year? We just missed the 
chance to vote on the Russian student 
question. It is unfortunate that it was 
almost November before the S.L.E. could 
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obtain possession of its books. That is 
almost as bad as the locker delay. 
Will there be a Purple and Gold 
show or substitute this year, (the annual 
question) and will it be a credit to the 
college? The answer rests solely with 
the mass of the student body. The ad-
ministration is giving its fullest co-oper-
ation. 
The most important question we 
5!-lould be asking ourselves is whether the 
intellectual level of our students is im-
proving or falling down. It is a very seri-
ous question and we have not quite 
made a conclusion. It is someth ing that 
we should all be concerned about. Its 
answer will have a lot to do with the 
status of our college in the immediate 
future . Write in to us your opinions on 
the matter. Let us hope that t :~e answer 
to this and to the overall result in May 
is plus. 
B. H. 
P. & G.? 
"Let's have a Purple and Gold Show 
this year!" 
Do you, the student body of Waterloo 
College, echo this cry? It is up to you 
whether we have a successful, fun-pack-
ed show as in previous years, or a half-
completed script as we had last year. 
This editor remembers the enthusiasm 
of the college as a whole when the pos-
sibility of a Purple and Gold show was 
first mentioned last fall. Suggestions for 
the type of show were flying fast and 
furious, and everyone agreed that there 
should be a chorus line to give the 
COATS SUITS DRESSES 
femmes of Waterloo College a chance to 
exhibit their lovely legs! Credit must be 
given to the chairman and his commit-
tee for trying hard, but somehow all 
their efforts were unsuccessful. There 
were several reasons for failure : the work 
was started too late and began to con-
flict with exams, and, curiously enough, 
the original enthusiasm did not last . . 
However, all that is behind us . The 
question now is - what about this 
year? 
A committee has already been set up 
to investigate possibilities of different 
kinds of Purple and Gold shows. There 
have been suggestions of a play, an 
operetta, or a glorified talent night . All 
three ideas are workable. We have the 
talent, the means and the way, what we 
need is the will. Will to cooperate; to 
plug hard at the script, rehearsals, music 
and stage setting. A good show cannot 
be built in a day. 
Those of the student body who fond-
ly hoped for a show last year, and un-
fortunately did not get one, are wait-
ing with crossed fingers and bated 
breath for one this year. The frosh class 
will undoubtedly bring new talent and 
life into a show, while the seniors who 
remember the "good old Purple and Gold 
days" wi II be able to advise and super-
vise. 
"A show is a show is o show is o 
show," Gertrude Stein would hove said 
hod she been at Waterloo. No matter 
what type, we wont o show. Varsity has 
its "Revue," Western has its "Purple 
Patches," how about Waterloo's own 
"Purple and Gold"? A . N. 
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